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Professor, choreographer, researcher, music producer and Dj. Edson 
Guiu is a pioneer of house and hip hop dances in Brazil in Latin 
America. Country Filho with African descent His first contacts with 
the art of movement were also born in his first childhood through 
two six countries. Currently he is two more important professionals in 
the country and in the world.

Known and respected for its unique style and great experience. In 
1996 I made my way to Hip Hop culture in New York, beginning a 
period of study that lasts for two days. I had as mentors nessa 
conhecimento day great nomes of the first second and third genera-
tion of hip hop and house dance culture. Such as: Brian Green, 
Shotyme, Bravo, Conrad and Shan S. Em mieds of 2010 met with 
two great mentors, or French Dj Sam One who learned the art of dj 
and musical production. Fact that it leads to a deep change and a 
melhor understanding of the relationship between music and dance. 
I see no background of music and he is known as Dj G onde behind 
his style, a Brazilian tempera and all of his roots. These characteristi-
cs make it a very special face, giving the public of music and dance 
a more than special experience. This long period of mentoring 
served as a starting point for the development of exercises and 
trainings to establish a didactic that aims to explore the individuality 
that each dancer has. Teaching is that consequently leads to a deep 
understanding of importance that the connection between the state 
of emotion, spirit and sensation of urban dances demonstrating this 
in a practical and palpable way. Tudo isso is part of a process that 
seeks to extract from each individual their own style of moving within 
the linguagens of urban dances. Its methods help people around the 
world in offices and lectures ministered in countries such as: Italy, 
Germany, United States, Portugal, France, Mexico, Hong Kong, 
China, Uruguay, Peru, Bolivia, Colombia, Argentina and Paraguai.

RELEA�E



CLASSES LAST 
BETWEEN 
1H15MIN AND 
1H30MIN.

01 CLASS
$350

euros or dollars

$300
02 LESSONS

euros or dollars

euros or dollars

03 LESSONS
$250

TEACHER
VALUES

each classes

each classes



SEMINAR

JUDGE
BATTLE

$300
Values   (By modality)

Values   (1, 2 and 3 classes)

JUDGE OF
COMPETITION

(up to 20 groups - above
20 negotiate values).

Classes last between
1h15min and 1h30min.

$300

$200

euros or dollars

euros or dollars

euros or dollars



TRAINING CLA�:
OPEN STYLE SERIE 

Values   (1, 2 and 3 classes)

Classes last between
1h15min and 1h30min.

R$600

Training Class aims to develop 
the potential each dancer has 
within the style he chose as his 
main dance.

 They are a set of practices and 
exercises totally customized to 
your style.  So that you can work 
on your technique, dance and 
musicality.

 The results achieved with these 
practices and exercises are 
applicable to all  Urban Dances.  
Always aiming at the bigger goal 
of developing the inner self and 
finding your own dance.



THE
CONTRACTING PARTIES
RESPONSIBILITIES ARE:

Tickets and transfer to the 
displacement until  the event which 
must be submitted to the contractor 
with a period of one week before the 
event.

Accommodation in the period of the 
event, when necessary stay in the 
city is necessary.  room for only one 
person.

Basic meals from displacement to 
return.

Cachê concerning the classes taken 
at the event.



CONTACT

/djgbrazilsp

@djgbrazil

011 993466883


